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all the features complement the vocal stylings of
blondy and it is testament to his songwriting

abilities that he has successfully pitched his music
for all tastes, more so because there is no one else

doing the kind of riddim that he did. this beats
anything the island has done, if "africa" is anything

to go by. this album is sorely, sorely needed,
considering there are so few jamaican albums out

there with local artists as a band. though this is not
one of them, this is an album that deserves to be

heard and to be heard loud and proud. jah victory-
vindication by alpha blondy, jamaican reggae

artiste, jah born versus, jamaican hip hop artiste
and solar system, his band, released by the oakjub

records & records. venue: ting records, london.
once again, alpha blondy has built upon the efforts
of his past heroes. through jah victory, he creates
music for the masses, politics in a reggae way, a

calypso for the young, and an answer to the
economic problems of the weak. one might not

expect a twelve-piece band for a star like blondy.
however, the musicians are like a family, he

explains. they come together to play it, just like the
other twelve musicians. the album is a part of a
long term project alpha has been working on for
the past few years. "i also have one of my own

albums, dioula gold, which is also from the diola
people. " since 2004 i have been following the

evolution of dioula music, which is being developed
by the dioulas themselves in central africa, " says
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alpha. " all the people in the world are losing their
roots and the diola music is a part of the heritage
of our mothers. i decided, i have to go into dioula
music. for me, it was just an obsession. over the

past year i have been travelling to many different
places, and i met many people from dioula music.

people told me that this is one of the first time they
met someone who sings in their language. they had

never met someone who could speak or sing in
their language. this inspired me to start the

project."
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the great news about studio musik is that after 7
years there are still artists releasing albums. big up
to alpha blondy, jah victory and studio musik. you
can download the albums for free on the following
page. we chose to offer the download links for the

benefit of the musicians and the poor guys with dial-
up internet and its not easy to get album covers.

for the download links for the reggae albums go to
the artist page on my website: the artists page has
links to albums ive released previously. it also has

links to my other sites. i think its the biggest
collection of reggae reggae available online. i also
have a page for the albums ive released in the last
two years. well i have to admit we copied an image

that is on the album of vision. the blue/black
picture of the young alpha blondy, jah victory, was

taken in the 1970s in zaire. it was a picture in a
magazine. this picture is part of a book about his

music. we found it in a book that alpha was
promoting in south africa. weve been told that the

picture is from 1978. weve got two different layouts
for this album with and without the picture. but we

only present the image on the album with the
picture. the lp version is a simple cover with the
title and the single. the cover for the single is the

cover of the vision album. ok, weve finished
listening to the album.. tired out our eyes. we have
to say the music is very good. it sounds better than

the previous studio albums. the music has a big
bass and ok in the background. the sounds are

simple, smooth and well arranged. we prefer them
to the heavier sounds of his previous albums. the
lyrics are good and the tempo is the right tempo.

there is nothing that bothers the ears in this album.
the musicians are very good and the vocals are
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very good. the instruments are perfectly tuned.
alpha is a guitar player, no doubt. i dont want to
compare the musicians to none, but jah victory is

more than competent and he has a very good
band. the bass player is a brilliant singer and

guitarist. the man is very good. he is original and
the other musicians know how to accompany him
very well. i would not like to describe the whole
album. just listen to it yourselves. 5ec8ef588b
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